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To whom it may concern,

**RE: Manuscript number:** 7846494084434610

**Title:** “Associations of BMI and waist circumference with: energy intake and percentage energy from macronutrients, in a cohort of Australian Children”

**Authors:** Sarah A Elliott, Helen Truby, Amanda Lee, Catherine Harper, Rebecca Abbott, Peter SW Davies

Please find attached a point-by-point response to the matters that required attention in order for the manuscript to conform to the journal style. The revised manuscript including tracked changes has been uploaded.

Yours sincerely,

Sarah Elliott  
PhD Candidate

University of Queensland  
Children's Nutrition Research Centre  
Royal Children's Hospital  
HERSTON QLD 4029 Ph: +61 7 3365 5567  
Fax: +61 7 3346 4684  
E-mail: sarah.elliott@uq.edu.au  
Website: www.som.uq.edu.au/cnrc.htm
Comments regarding manuscript style:

Comment 1: Please restructure the Abstract. The Abstract should be composed of the following four sections: Background, Method, Results and Conclusion and should be no longer than 350 words.

Authors response 1

The abstract has been restructured into the following sections Background, Method, Results and Conclusion, and is 254 words.

Comment 2: Kindly include a header for your Conclusion Section.

Authors response 2

The header ‘Conclusion’ has been added to the appropriate section of the manuscript.

Comment 3: Kindly include a header for your Authors' Contribution section.

Authors response 3

The header ‘Authors’ Contribution’ has been added to the appropriate section of the manuscript.
**Comment 4:** Kindly place your Competing Interest Section at the end of the manuscript, before the reference list. If the authors have no competing interests, please state: "The authors declare that they have no competing interests."

**Authors response 4**
The Conflict of Interest section has been re-titled as ‘Competing Interests’ and has been moved to the appropriate order within the manuscript text as per the Nutrition Journal instructions for authors.